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THE LAST SUN
Book #1 in THE TAROT SEQUENCE
by K.D. Edwards
Pyr Books, April 2018
Cover
coming soon

Edwards takes all the familiar pawns of Urban Fantasy and makes royalty of
them in his debut. We're invited into an alternative, historical world of
staggering breadth and realization. The central characters, Rune and Brand,
combine the loyalty of Frodo and Samwise with the sacrilege of a pairing like
Tyrion and Bronn. When thrown in beside fascinating magical systems,
breathtaking prose, and a relentless plot-- it's no wonder this novel puts
previous stories of Atlantis to shame. – Scott Reintgen, author of NYXIA

Decades ago, when Yuri Gagarin circled the planet in Vostok 1,
something unimaginable happened. From that distance, he saw
through the illusions that had kept Rune’s people hidden for millennia. He saw a massive island, in the
northern Atlantic, where none should be.
Atlantis.
In the modern world -- and in the aftermath of the war that followed Atlantis’s revealing -- Atlanteans
have resettled on the island of Nantucket, in a city built from extravagant global ruins. Rune Saint John is
the son of a fallen Court, and the survivor of a brutal adolescent assault that remains one of New
Atlantis’s most enduring mysteries. He and his Companion, Brand, operate on the edges of the city’s
ruling class. An assignment from their benefactor, Lord Tower, will set them on a search for the
kidnapped scion of an Arcana’s court. Rune will have to follow leads through the halls of power that he
knew as a youth, to face down a legendary creature connected to the secret of his Court’s massacre.

Author bio: K.D. Edwards lives and writes in North Carolina, but has
spent time in Massachusetts, Maine, Colorado, New Hampshire,
Montana, and Washington. (Common theme until NC: Snow. So, so
much snow.)
Mercifully short careers in food service, interactive television, corporate
banking, retail management, and bariatric furniture has led to a much
less short career in Higher Education.
www.kd-edwards.com

Fantasy
World English sold to Pyr Books
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio: Sold to Audible
Dramatic rights: Kim Yau, Paradigm, kyau@paradigmagency.com
Manuscript available
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Coming Soon!

SHADOW SUN SEVEN
Book #2 in the STARFIRE trilogy
by Spencer Ellsworth
TOR Books, November, 2017
“Trust us when we say if you like your space opera outsized and splashy
(sometimes literally), with compelling, larger-than-life characters, you
definitely want to pick this one up.” – B&N SFF blog
“Gritty. It usually means rough and tumble. Spencer Ellsworth has done
that, but here, the word gritty also means tangible. Starfire feels real. Jaqi
feels real, and man, is she full of grit." --bestselling author Mary Robinette
Kowal

Shadow Sun Seven continues Spencer Ellsworth's Starfire trilogy, an action-packed space opera in which
the oppressed half-Jorian crosses have risen up to supplant humanity.
Jaqi, Araskar and Z are on the run from everyone - the Resistance, the remnants of the Empire, the cyborg
Suits, and right now from the Matakas - and the Matakas are the most pressing concern because the
insectoid aliens have the drop on them. The Resistance has a big reward out for Araskar and the human
children he and Jaqi are protecting. But Araskar has something to offer the mercenary aliens. He knows
how to get to a huge supply of pure oxygen cells, something in short supply in the formerly human
Empire, and that might be enough to buy their freedom. Araskar knows where it is, and Jaqi can take
them there. With the Matakas as troops, they break into Shadow Sun Seven, on the edge of the Dark
Zone.

MEMORY’S BLADE, STARFIRE Book #3
Coming February 2018, TOR Books
Manuscripts available fall 2017
Author bio: Spencer Ellsworth has been writing since he learned how. His short
fiction has previously appeared in Lightspeed Magazine, The Magazine of
Fantasy & Science Fiction, Beneath Ceaseless Skies, and many other places,
including at Tor.com. He lives in the Pacific Northwest with his wife and three
children, works as a teacher/administrator at a small tribal college on a Native
American reservation, and blogs at spencerellsworth.com.

Science Fiction
World English sold to TOR Books
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio: Sold to Audible
Dramatic rights: Kim Yau, Paradigm, kyau@paradigmagency.com
Manuscript available

Available Now!

A RED PEACE
Book #1 in the STARFIRE trilogy
by Spencer Ellsworth
TOR Books, August, 2017
Top “Science Fiction Debut We Can’t Wait To Read” at Barnes & Noble
Featured in 2017 Summer Space Opera Sampler from TOR
Fast-paced…take on revolution in space and what comes after an empire falls.
– Publishers Weekly
Cozy, classic space opera is twisted in innovative, awesome ways in
Ellsworth's debut A Red Peace. Humankind is the nasty invasive alien in
space that's about to get its comeuppance, and wow, do the pages zoom by. I
impatiently await the next book! - Beth Cato, author of Breath of Earth and
The Clockwork Dagger
The first entry in Ellsworth's trilogy provides both the high adventure and scale of a classic space opera, but with a
set of diverse characters with varied motivations and greater nuance...Jaqi, Zarra and Araskar form a compelling
crew of would-be heroes. Also noteworthy is the nuance with which Ellsworth shows soldier Araskar and his
struggles with survivor’s guilt, trauma and addiction. - RT Book reviews
A Red Peace, first in Spencer Ellsworth's Starfire trilogy, is an action-packed space opera in a universe
where the oppressed half-Jorian crosses have risen up to supplant humanity and dominate the galaxy.
Half-breed human star navigator Jaqi, working the edges of human-settled space on contract to whoever
will hire her, stumbles into possession of an artifact that the leader of the Rebellion wants desperately
enough to send his personal guard after. An interstellar empire and the fate of the remnant of humanity
hang in the balance.
Spencer Ellsworth has written a classic space opera, with space battles between giant bugs, sun-sized
spiders, planets of cyborgs and a heroine with enough grit to bring down the galaxy's newest warlord.

Foreign rights sold to Heyne in Germany
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GRAVEYARD SHIFT
by Michael F. Haspil
TOR Books, July 18, 2017
#1 Bestseller in Denver Post on release week
Those who enjoy police action mixed with urban fantasy may want to try
this series launch – Library Journal, starred review
Entertaining, gory and sometimes heartbreaking – Publishers Weekly
Fans of urban fantasy, noir, and tightly choreographed action scenes will
enjoy the blood and bullets in this adrenaline-heavy ride through crime
scenes and secret societies - Kirkus
Inventive and cleverly crafted with a unique premise, Haspil's urban
fantasy is absolutely gripping. With strong, intelligent storytelling,
distinctive, vivid characters, and gritty, edgy dialogue, Haspil will
capture readers…with his exciting and riveting debut. – RT Book
reviews, 4 stars
Police procedurals go supernatural in this gritty urban fantasy debut!!
Alex Menkaure, former pharaoh and mummy, and his vampire partner, Marcus, born in ancient Rome,
are vice cops in a special Miami police unit. They fight to keep the streets safe from criminal vampires,
shape-shifters, bootleg blood-dealers, and anti-vampire vigilantes.
When poisoned artificial blood drives vampires to murder, the city threatens to tear itself apart. Only an
unlikely alliance with former opponents can give Alex and Marcus a fighting chance against an ancient
vampire conspiracy.
If they succeed, they'll be pariahs, hunted by everyone. If they fail, the result
will be a race-war bloodier than any the world has ever seen.
Author Bio: Michael F. Haspil is a geeky engineer and nerdy artist. A veteran
of the U.S. Air Force, he had the opportunities to serve as an ICBM crew
commander and as a launch director at Cape Canaveral. When he isn’t
writing, you can find him sharing stories with his role-playing group,
cosplaying, computer gaming, or collecting and creating replica movie props.
Lately, he devotes the bulk of his hobby time to assembling and painting
miniatures for his tabletop wargaming addiction.
http://michaelhaspil.apocprod.com
Fantasy
Audio Rights Sold To Audible
Translation rights: KT Literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Dramatic rights: KT Literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Books available
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MAJESTIC 12: SHADOWS
Book #2 in the MJ-12 series
by Michael J. Martinez
Skyhorse, September 2017
It's a smart look at a Cold War in many ways even colder and scarier and
deadlier than the one we barely survived. -- Harry Turtledove, New York
Times bestselling author of Guns of the South and Fallout: The Hot War
It’s like the X-Files and Heroes went back in time, dressed up in dinner
jackets, lit a fuse, and jumped through a window to the theme from Mission:
Impossible. Absolutely loved it. –Fantasy Faction
It’s an amazingly inspired high concept that the author takes full advantage
of and makes his own…. If you ever wondered what early Cold War spy feats
would be like with the addition of civilian individuals with paranormal
powers, MJ--12 is the novel you have been waiting to read. – Paul Weimer,
Barnes & Noble Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog
It’s 1949, and the Cold War is heating up across the world. For the United States, the key to winning
might be Variants—once ordinary US citizens, now imbued with strange paranormal abilities and
corralled into covert service by the government’s top secret MAJESTIC-12 program.
Some Variants are testing the murky international waters in Syria, while others are back at home, fighting
to stay ahead of a political power struggle in Washington. And back at Area 51, the operation’s
headquarters, the next wave of recruits is anxiously awaiting their first mission. All the while, dangerous
figures flit among the shadows and it’s unclear whether they are threatening to expose the Variants for
what they are . . . or to completely destroy them. Are they working for the Soviet Union, or something far
worse?

MAJESTIC 12: ENDGAME, Book #3, releasing September 2018
Author bio: Michael Martinez is a husband, father and writer living the dream
in the Garden State. He spent nearly 20 years as a professional writer and
journalist, including stints at The Associated Press and ABCNEWS.com.
Michael is the author of award-winning science fiction/fantasy mashup THE
DAEDALUS INCIDENT.
www.michaeljmartinez.net

Science Fiction Spy Thriller
World English sold to Skyhorse
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Dramatic rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Books available

Also Available!

MAJESTIC 12: INCEPTION
Book #1 in the MJ-12 series
by Michael J. Martinez
Skyhorse, September 2016
A heady blend of super-spies and superpowers, MJ-12: Inception is Cold
War-era science fiction done right. A taut thriller, and skillfully
evocative. —New York Times bestselling author Chris Roberson
Nebula Suggested Reading List
The Cold War becomes even more chilling as super-powered Americans
are trained to become super-spies in Martinez's new alternate-history
thriller. It's morally-complex, intense, and so steeped in the 1940s, you
can smell the cigarette smoke. - Beth Cato, author of Breath of
Earth and The Clockwork Dagger
Martinez has me hooked, and I’m anxiously awaiting the next book in the trilogy–I imagine more Variants, more
subterfuge, and more world-ending risks are to be revealed. It’s good stuff. – Geek Dad
A team of superhuman covert operatives emerges from the ashes of World War II in a Cold War-era
paranormal espionage thriller from acclaimed genre-bender Michael J. Martinez.
It is a new world, stunned by the horrors that linger in the aftermath of total war. The United States and
Soviet Union are squaring off in a different kind of conflict, one that’s fought in the shadows, where there
are whispers of strange and mysterious developments
Normal people across the United States have inexplicably gained paranormal abilities. A factory worker
can heal the sick and injured. A schoolteacher bends emotions to her will. A car salesman alters matter
with a simple touch. A former soldier speaks to the dying and gains their memories as they pass on.
They are the Variants, controlled by a secret government program called MAJESTIC-12 to open a new
front in the Cold War.
From the deserts of Nevada to the palaces of Istanbul, the halls of power in Washington to the dark,
oppressive streets of Prague, the Variants are thrown into a deadly game of shifting alliances. Amidst the
seedy underbelly of nations, these once-ordinary Americans dropped in extraordinary circumstances will
struggle to come to terms with their abilities as they fight to carve out a place for themselves in a world
that may ultimately turn against them.
And as the MAJESTIC-12 program will soon discover, there are others out there like them, some with far
more malevolent goals. . .
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THE RED
by Tiffany Reisz
8th Circle Press, July 2017
In this titillating tale of art and the arcane, The Red Gallery owner Mona Lisa
St. James enters a naughty bargain to save her mother’s dream and receives
more than she ever could have imagined… Recommended for fans of graceful
prose and dark eroticism akin to Anne Rice’s “Beauty” series. – Library
Journal, starred review
Tiffany Reisz's The Red pairs a woman in need of money with a man who has
plenty of it — and an intriguing proposal… provocative to say the least – NPR
Fans of Reisz’s Original Sinners series will gobble this book up. For those
looking for erotica without a ton of emotional angst, The Red is right up your
alley. It’s a delightful, wicked fairytale and it’s a ton of fun. - Smart Bitches
Trashy Books
Once again, Tiffany Reisz takes her readers in hand and leads them on a fantastical erotic adventure that inflames
the senses, titillates the body, and blows the mind. – Heroes and Heartbreakers
Mona Lisa St. James made a deathbed promise that she would do anything to save her mother's art
gallery. Unfortunately, not only is The Red painted red, but it's in the red.
Just as she realizes she has no choice but to sell it, a mysterious man comes in after closing time and
makes her an offer: He will save The Red if she agrees to submit to him for the period of one year.
The man is handsome, English, and terribly tempting...but surely her mother didn't mean for Mona to sell
herself to a stranger. Then again, she did promise to do anything to save The Red...
Author bio: Tiffany Reisz is the author of the internationally bestselling and
award-winning Original Sinners series for Mira Books (Harlequin/Mills &
Boon). Tiffany's books inhabit a sexy shadowy world where romance, erotica
and literature meet and do immoral and possibly illegal things to each other.
She describes her genre as "literary friction," a term she stole from her main
character, who gets in trouble almost as often as the author herself. She lives in
Lexington, Kentucky with her husband, author Andrew Shaffer, and two
cats. If she couldn't write, she would die.
www.tiffanyreisz.com
Erotica
North American Rights
Audio rights sold to Tantor
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Dramatic rights: Contact Sean Berard at APA Talent & Literary, sberard@apa-agency.com
Books Available

Coming soon

MICHAEL’S WINGS

by Tiffany Reisz
8th Circle Press, November 2017
Griffin has just popped the question--yes, that question--and Michael
doesn't have an answer. He flees town for New Orleans to see his
confidante and sometime-Domme, Mistress Nora. Will a weekend of
beignets and beatings help him untangle his knotted-up heart?

Now Available

CONFESSIONS

by Tiffany Reisz
8th Circle Press, March 2016
This is the reward for the tempestuous journey of all those who have read the
[Original Sinners] series. - Heroes & Heartbreakers
Three Sinners. Three confessions. And all the dirty little secrets you
could possibly desire...
Father Stuart Ballard has been Marcus Stearns' confessor since the young
Jesuit was only eighteen years old. He thought he'd heard every sin the
boy had to confess until Marcus uttered those three fateful words: "I met
Eleanor."
So begins the 40-page "The Confession of Marcus Stearns," a moving coda to the RITA® Award-winning
Original Sinners series. Originally published as a limited-edition paperback for the 2014 RT Booklovers'
Convention, and available worldwide for the first time.
This collection also includes "The Confession of Eleanor Schreiber," a companion 36-page story written
exclusively for this book.
And, finally, all secrets are revealed in "The Confession of Tiffany Reisz," an exclusive, in-depth
interview.
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THE TIGER’S DAUGHTER
Book #1 in THEIR BRIGHT ASCENDENCY trilogy
by K Arsenault Rivera
TOR Books, October 3, 2017
October 2017 Indie Next List Pick!
The Tiger’s Daughter is a love letter to my favorite kind of fantasy – rich,
expansive…simply exquisite. –New York Times bestselling author V.E.
Schwab, author of the SHADES OF MAGIC series
Rivera’s immense imagination and finely detailed worldbuilding have
produced a series introduction of mammoth scope – Publishers Weekly,
starred review
A layered and mesmerizing tale of love and legends, this fierce story will
settle in your bones like a chill and leave your heart aching. – New York
Times bestselling author Roshani Chokshi
Even gods can be slain.
The Hokkaran empire has conquered every land within their bold reach―but failed to notice a lurking
darkness festering within the people. Now, their border walls begin to crumble, and villages fall to
demons swarming out of the forests.
Away on the silver steppes, the remaining tribes of nomadic Qorin retreat and protect their own, having
bartered a treaty with the empire, exchanging inheritance through the dynasties. It is up to two young
warriors, raised together across borders since their prophesied birth, to save the world from the
encroaching demons.
This is the story of an infamous Qorin warrior, Barsalayaa Shefali, a spoiled divine warrior empress, O
Shizuka, and a power that can reach through time and space to save a land from a truly insidious evil.
A crack in the wall heralds the end…two goddesses arm themselves…K Arsenault Rivera's The Tiger’s
Daughter is an adventure for the ages.
Book #2 coming in July 2018 with Book #3 in April 2019
Author bio: K and her family moved to New York City from Puerto Rico when
she was three. At a compact four foot nine, K is a concentrated dose of geekery.
She’s happy to ramble about everything from Gothic Literature to
Revolutionary Girl Utena, with detours into Magic the Gathering and Star
Wars. She lives in Brooklyn with her hipster partner and a two foot tall statue
of Wonder Woman. www.karsenaultrivera.com
Epic Fantasy Young Adult/Adult Crossover
World English Rights sold to TOR Books
Translation Rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio: Sold to Audible
Dramatic rights: Brendan Deneen of Macmillan Entertainment, Brendan.Deneen@macmillan.com
Manuscript available
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APOCALYPSE
by Dr. Frederick Turner
Baen Books, October, 2016
Nominated for SFPA’s prestigious Elgin Award
APOCALYPSE is strange and brilliant and possibly one of the most
magnificent pieces of writing I’ve yet come across. – Fantasy Faction
I loved the blank verse, so supple and expressive…It’s wonderful. - bestselling
and award-winning author, Kim Stanley Robinson
It was a delight to read, and it works extremely well in the context of other
contemporary terraforming and geoengineering narratives. — Chris Pak,
Editor-in-Chief of the Science Fiction Research Association's SFRA Review
This is an amazing creation, utterly absorbing — Professor Emeritus Robert
Crossley of the English Department at University of Massachusetts Boston
Vivid, effortless narration…This is a grand, glowing poem…a thousand bravos! –James Merrill, Pulitzer Prize
winning poet
When the Earth becomes a maelstrom of storms and rising sea levels due to catastrophic climate change,
some want to give up and call it a day for humanity. Yet there are also those heroic few who are
determined to take action and do something about the impending apocalypse. These are the geoengineers—men and women of creativity, knowledge and drive—who will do whatever it takes to save
the planet. They will take on the challenge of bringing the planet back into balance. They will fiercely
protect their work from the belligerent navies of two large nations— even if this means risking life and
limb in a major sea battle. And with a new dawn of artificial intelligence on the horizon, these valiant few
may make the difference between a future of human and A.I. enlightenment or a dark age of neverending terror.
Author bio: Frederick Turner was educated at Oxford University in English
Language and Literature and is presently Founders Professor of Arts and
Humanities at the University of Texas at Dallas, having held academic positions
at UC Santa Barbara, Kenyon College, and the University of Exeter in England.
He is a winner of the Levinson Poetry Prize (awarded by Poetry), the Milan Fust
Prize (Hungary's highest literary honor), the PEN Southwest Chapter Golden
Pen Award, and several other literary, artistic and academic honors, and has
participated in literary and TV projects that have won a Benjamin Franklin Book
Award and an Emmy. He has been annually nominated for the Nobel Prize for
Literature from 2004 to the present. www.frederickturnerpoet.com

Epic Science Fiction Poem
North American English sold to Baen Books
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Dramatic rights Kassie Evashevski at UTA, EvashevskiK@unitedtalent.com
Books available
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LOVE GAME
Book #1 in the Love, Unexpectedly series
by Maggie Wells
Sourcebooks, February 2018
This is definitely a romance that sports fans should take a big bite of--and
come back for seconds. With a humbled alpha hero and a no nonsense heroine,
and themes about second chances and unexpected love, there's plenty here to
enjoy. - Shelly Ellis, author of BEST KEPT SECRETS
Quick-witted and smart sense of humor – Epilogue Books
A steamy battle of the sexes between a football coach seeking a
comeback and a basketball superstar at the top of her game.
Sparks fly when Wolcott University announces the hiring of Danny
McMillan as Warrior football’s Head Coach. Danny is hoping to put
the scandal that landed him in coaching purgatory behind him, even if his second chance at Division I
ball means he’ll be stuck coaching a team with a reputation for being gridiron gristle.
Kate Snyder snagged her first national championship in her undergrad days at Wolcott. Now, she’s a
coaching legend with trophy cases filled with hardware and nothing left to prove. The last thing she
wants to do is exchange sound bites with some washed-up jock strap with a contract that makes hers look
like a joke, but at a small school, any publicity is good publicity.
While the school’s media maven attempts to cash in on the pair’s verbal fireworks on-camera, the play
unfolding behind the lens is too tempting to resist. With a nosy reporter hot on their trail and their
careers on the line, can these two master strategists figure out a way to win at the game of love?
Book #2, RANSOMED HEART, scheduled to release from Sourcebooks in April 2018
Author bio: Maggie Wells is a deep-down dirty girl with a weakness for
hot heroes and happy endings. The product of a charming rogue and a
shameless flirt, this mild-mannered married lady has a naughty streak a
mile wide. Fueled by supertankers of Diet Coke, Maggie juggles fictional
romance and the real deal by keeping her slow-talking Southern
gentleman amused, their children mildly embarrassed, and their
demanding wee beasties spoiled beyond reason.
www.maggie-wells.com.

Contemporary Romance
World English sold to Sourcebooks
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio Rights Sold to Insatiable Press
Dramatic rights: Contact dramaticrights@ktliterary.com for more information
Manuscript available

Children’s Rights List
Frankfurt 2017
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FUTURE LOST
by Elizabeth Briggs
Albert Whitman & Co., April 2018
The stunning conclusion to the New York Timesbestselling FUTURE SHOCK trilogy!
It’s been a year since Elena Martinez and her
boyfriend Adam first got involved with Aether
Corporation, and they’re trying to move on with
their lives. But when Adam goes missing, Elena
realizes that he’s done the unthinkable: he went
to Aether for help developing his cure for cancer.
Adam betrayed her trust and has traveled into
the future, but he didn’t come back when he was
supposed to. Desperate to find him, Elena
decides to risk future shock, and time travels one
more time.
This future is nothing like they’ve seen before.
Someone has weaponized Adam’s cure and
created a dangerous pandemic, leading to the
destruction of civilization. If Elena can’t find
Adam and stop this, everyone is at risk. And
someone will do anything to keep her from
succeeding.

Author bio: Elizabeth Briggs is a full-time geek who writes books for teens and
adults. She graduated from UCLA with a degree in Sociology, currently mentors
teens in writing, and volunteers with a dog rescue group. She's also the author of the
adult Chasing The Dream series. Elizabeth lives in Los Angeles with her husband and
a pack of fluffy dogs.
Young Adult
World English rights sold
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio rights: sold to Audible
Dramatic rights: Mary Pender at United Talent Agency, PenderM@unitedtalent.com
Manuscript available

Also Available!
FUTURE THREAT
by Elizabeth Briggs
Albert Whitman & Co., March 2017
Six months ago, tech giant Aether Corporation sent Elena
Martinez and a group of skilled teens thirty years into the future
on a secret mission. Now the surviving time-travelers including
Elena and her boyfriend, Adam are trying to get on with their
lives back in the present. But Aether Corporation isn't done with
Elena or her friends, and they've been drafted into another trip
thirty years ahead to find other time-travelers who have gone
missing. They discover a future that's far more advanced than the
one they visited six months ago, since the technology that Aether
retrieved and reverse-engineered has resulted in great leaps
forward in invention. The mission is successful for Elena and her
team, yet when they make the trip again a third time, they find
the future has been devastatingly altered. And every subsequent
trip through time brings new complications. It's up to Elena and
Adam to find the timeline that will save their friends and
themselves. And then they must fix the future.

FUTURE SHOCK
by Elizabeth Briggs
Albert Whitman & Co., April 2016
Briggs crafts a tense tale of predestination and paranoia, fleshed
out with a diverse cast and an intriguing premise. – Publishers
Weekly
"Intense and romantic, FUTURE SHOCK is a gripping mystery you
won't want to put down." – Amy Tintera, author of REBOOT
“A thrilling page-turner that’ll keep you guessing until the very end!” –
Melissa Landers, author of the Alienated and Starflight series.
This is an entertaining science fiction murder mystery that doesn’t
particularly stand out but should appeal to James Patterson fans
along with readers of Michael Grant’s “Gone” series
(HarperCollins). VERDICT A good fit for collections serving
science fiction fans and teens in marginalized situations, who will
appreciate the attention given to the emotional consequences of the
foster care experience. –Kerry Sutherland, Akron-Summit County
Public Library, OH (School Library Journal)
“Buckle up–FUTURE SHOCK is a full-throttle thrill ride of a murder mystery. With twists at every turn,
Elizabeth Briggs will keep you guessing until the very last page.”
– Karen Akins, author of LOOP and TWIST

Also Available!
The Chasing The Dream series:
MORE THAN EXES, MORE THAN
MUSIC, MORE THAN COMICS, MORE
THAN FASHION, MORE THAN ONCE,
and MORE THAN DISTANCE
by Elizabeth Briggs
Self published, 2014 - 2017
A fun, sexy contemporary romance series about a group of
friends following their dreams on reality TV shows and
beyond. The first books chronicle the rise of Villain
Complex, an up-and-coming rock band that breaks out on
the musical competition The Sound. The series continues
with a whirlwind romance at ComicCon after an online
flirtation, before moving onto friends of the band, who go on
other reality TV shows, including one focused on fashion
design and another on a road trip race. As in Nora Roberts’
novels, the couples we’ve met and fallen in love with in each
book reappear to encourage their friends’ romances.
"Sexy, fun, and heartfelt, MORE THAN MUSIC will bring out
the rockstar in anyone. A truly passionate love story--both in
music and romance. Jared and Maddie's story is a great example of
how important it is to be true to yourself and step out onto your
own stage."
- Julie Cross, author of the TEMPEST series

MORE THAN EXES was named as the 2014 Read of the Year by New Adult Book Reviews!

Adult romance
All rights available
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio rights: kt literary, llc.
Dramatic rights: TBD
Finished copies available
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THE SECRETS OF THE PIED PIPER:
The Piper’s Apprentice
by Matthew Cody
Knopf, October 2017
The epic conclusion to the trilogy bestselling author
Adam Gidwitz called "a wild fantasy adventure" find
siblings Max and Carter embroiled in the final battle
against the evil Grannie Yaga.
On the mysterious Summer Isle, siblings Max and
Carter discovered the magical land where the
villainous Pied Piper led the children of Hamelin
centuries ago. They were trapped outside of time in a
never-ending clash against a vicious rat army. After a
desperate battle with a cruel soul-stealing magician,
Max and Carter found themselves separated: Max
with their newfound allies (human and trollson alike),
Carter with . . . the Piper.
Now Max is determined to reunite with her lost
brother, restore her parents' stolen souls, and escape
the Summer Isle once and for all. But the wicked
Grannie Yaga doesn't intend for the siblings to leave
without a fight.
But what role will the Piper play when all is said and done--and can he redeem himself from his own
dark choices when his secrets are finally revealed?
Author bio: Matthew Cody is the author of the MG superhero novel
POWERLESS (Knopf, October 2009), winner of multiple state awards
including the Rebecca Caudill Book Award; the time-travel
adventure THE DEAD GENTLEMAN (Knopf, November 2011); the
sequel to POWERLESS, SUPER (Knopf, September 2012); the
historical adventure WILL IN SCARLET, and the conclusion to the
Supers of Noble Green series, VILLAINOUS (Knopf, Fall 2014). Outside
of novels, Matthew has written for both Marvel and DC comics.
Originally from the Midwest, Matthew now lives with his wife and
young son in Manhattan.
Middle grade novel
North American rights including Audio sold
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio rights: Random House
Dramatic rights: Jerry Kalajian, Intellectual Property Group, jerry@ipglm.com
Galleys available

THE SECRETS OF THE PIED PIPER:
The Piper’s Apprentice
by Matthew Cody
Knopf, November 2017
On the Summer Isle, siblings Max and Carter discovered the
magical land where the villainous Pied Piper led the children of
Hamelin centuries ago. But only Max made it back.
Now she is determined to rescue her brother. To do so, she will
have to find the one and only key to the Summer Isle. That key
is controlled by Vodnik, a dastardly magician and soul stealer
who will stop at nothing to get what he wants.
Meanwhile, Cater must overcome his own troubles back in the
Summer Isle. He’s been separated from his friends and left with
a very untrustworthy companion: the Pied Piper himself.
Struggling desperately to find each other, Max and Cater
encounter a bashful trollson, a daring elf, a seafaring hobgoblin,
and the ever-loyal kobold Bandybulb. As their paths converge, they prepare for the most important quest
yet: to send the children of New Hamelin home.

THE SECRETS OF THE PIED PIPER:
The Peddler’s Road
by Matthew Cody
Knopf, October 2015
“In this first book in the Secrets of the Pied Piper trilogy, Cody
(Villainous) seeks to answer some of the mysteries surrounding the
famous legend. Did it actually happen? Who was this enigmatic
piper? And what became of the children he led away? The book
opens with 10-year-old Carter and his older sister, Max, reacting very
differently to their trip to the German town of Hamelin, where their
father is researching the folktale. Despite his clubfoot, Carter wants to
explore with his sister, while Max would rather sulk and dye her hair
pink. After the siblings are magically transported to an enchanted
island where the long-missing children from the tale still live, they
must embark on a perilous journey to fulfill a prophecy in hopes of
returning everyone home. Shifting among various characters’
perspectives, this engaging story introduces a world filled with
human-size rats, magicians, kobolds, elves, ghosts, and more. Cody
weaves an inventive fantasy that spans time and space in its
exploration of the lighter and darker sides of magic.” – Publishers
Weekly
"Prepare to be enchanted. Like the Pied Piper of Hamelin, Cody spins a wildly inventive, deeply heartfelt
tale that whisks you off to a magical land where fairy tales live and breathe—and frequently try to kill
you. From the first page, I was a goner." -- John Stephens, bestselling author of the Books of Beginning
series

Also Available!
THE SUPERS OF NOBLE GREEN:
POWERLESS (Knopf, October 2009)
SUPER (Knopf, September 2012)
VILLAINOUS (Knopf, August 2014)
It’s been almost two years since ordinary Daniel Corrigan
moved to the sleepy town of Noble’s Green and his life
changed forever. Noble’s Green isn’t so sleepy anymore. With
the truth about its superpowered children finally exposed, the
town has become famous. A special school is opening for the
gifted students, where they’ll learn to control their powers.
Daniel’s friends will all have the opportunity to attend, while
he – regular kid that he is – will be stuck in regular school.
But all is not well at the academy, or in Nobel’s Green, Vandals
have been destroying property all over town, and it looks like
the culprits are superpowered. Meanwhile, a clique of popular
Supers is forming and has been terrorizing other kids. Is the
fear that the Supers will become destructive and all-powerful
being realized? Or is there something more than meets the
eye?
To solve this puzzle, Daniel may have to turn to his sworn enemy, the Shroud,
for answers, but to trust him could be dangerous…
The final book in Matthew Cody’s superheroic series will bring the story of
Noble’s Green and its fantastic young residents to a thrilling and satisfying end.
Foreign rights in the series sold to Mondadori (Italian), Cecilie Dressler
(German), and Shanghai 99 Readers’ Culture Co. (Chinese Simplified
Characters). Film rights optioned.
Cody’s debut novel pays homage to the great Golden Age comics at every turn,
from the kids’ various super skills to the maniacal bad guy driven by envy and
greed. High-flying action aside, however, the heart of this story lies with Daniel, an Everykid faced with
the very real obstacles of fitting in, negotiating friendships with the opposite sex, and losing a loved
one. His relationship with his dying grandmother is particularly poignant, and fortunately the author
respects young readers enough to not provide a superhero fix but to realistically
portray Daniel’s grief with both tenderness and restraint. – from Bulletin of the
Center for Children’s Books
Months after defeating their evil adversary Herman Plunkett, aka the Shroud,
Daniel and company are surprised to learn that the elderly Plunkett had relatives
who have decided to move to town… Meanwhile, a new group of sinister beings
dubbed Shades is attacking the Supers, and it is up to Daniel to once again save
the day. But as he has begun exhibiting the ability to temporarily steal his friends'
powers, does he really need to protect them from himself? …[T]he fast-paced
action and engaging characters drive the narration to a conclusion that certainly
seems to indicate that there will be more to come. –- from School Library Journal

WILL IN SCARLET
Knopf, September 2013
"With his father off crusading for King Richard, thirteen-yearold Will Shackley…takes on the responsibility of governing the
Shackley estate. When Prince John’s thugs later attack Will’s
home in an attempt to force fealty, the boy flees the battle to
survive. Finding refuge among a merry band of thieves …in
Sherwood Forest, Will sets out to plan his revenge but is soon
confronted with the possibility that injustice is not simply the
fault of one bad man. The punches packed in this historical
action tale are both physical and emotional, as Will discovers
that the sheltered world he grew up in is a privilege for very
few…Cody’s pacing is a clever construction of frenzied but
focused fight sequences balanced with quiet, subtle moments of
self-reflection on Will’s part. Rich characterization does justice to
each of the main players here, especially the villains: their
motivations are made clear and understandable so that readers,
like Will, come to realize the world is a complicated place. Early
scenes of wolf hunting and thrilling ambushes will likely draw
even the most reluctant reader in, while the careful prose and likable hero will see them through to the
satisfying conclusion. –-The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books

THE DEAD GENTLEMAN
Knopf, November 2011
“Chucking in elements of steampunk, Jules Verne, and
Edgar Rice Burroughs along with vampires, three-armed
aliens, inscrutable monks, closet monsters, and even
dinosaurs, Cody pays tribute to classic adventure authors
and genres here as he dishes up an exciting time-travel
tale.” – Booklist
The space under the bed, the cluttered basement, the
closed closet door at night. These are the dark places that
hide mystical portals to other worlds of magic and,
sometimes, monsters. For hundreds of years the Society
of Explorers has been braving these undiscovered
countries, bringing back valuable treasures and even
more priceless knowledge. But they left too many doors
open, and something followed them back!
In twin storylines from 1901 and modern New York,
Tommy Learner and Jezebel Lemon, two pre-teens from
different centuries must work together to save the world
from the plots of The Dead Gentleman – an immortal
villain intent on ruling the land of the undead by killing
everyone on Earth. To do so they will have to travel to
other worlds – some behind doors best left closed – to
search for allies in the battle against The Dead Gentleman.
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IN A PERFECT WORLD
by Trish Doller
Simon Pulse, May 2017
Caroline Kelly is excited to be spending her summer
vacation working at the local amusement park with
her best friend, exploring weird Ohio with her
boyfriend, and attending soccer camp with the hope
she’ll be her team’s captain in the fall.
But when Caroline’s mother is hired to open an eye
clinic in Cairo, Egypt, Caroline’s plans are upended.
Caroline is now expected to spend her summer and
her senior year in a foreign country, away from her
friends, her home, and everything she’s ever known.
With this move, Caroline predicts she’ll spend her
time navigating crowded streets, eating unfamiliar
food, and having terrible bouts of homesickness. But
what she finds instead is a culture that surprises her,
a city that astounds her, and a charming,
unpredictable boy who challenges everything she
thought she knew about life, love, and privilege.
From critically acclaimed author Trish Doller comes
an honest, hopeful, and romantic story about the
barriers we tear down for the people and places we
love most.
Author bio: Trish was born in Germany, grew up in Ohio, and graduated with a
degree in journalism from Ohio State University. After marrying someone really
awesome, she moved around with him a bit from Maine to Michigan and back to
Ohio. She’s worked as a radio personality and as a staff writer for her hometown
newspaper. She also had a couple of kids along the way who have become two
of the most interesting adults she’s ever met. These days she lives, works, and
sails in Florida with a relentlessly optimistic border collie and a pirate.

North American rights including Audio sold
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio rights: Simon & Schuster
Dramatic rights: Dana Spector, Paradigm, dspector@paradigmagency.com
Books available

Selected Reviews for IN A PERFECT WORLD
With humor, sensitivity, and empathy, Doller (The
Devil You Know) conveys the complexities of an
interfaith, intercultural romance: the blatant
disapproval from Adam’s family and friends, her
parents’ worry (“The kind thing to do would be to
leave him alone”), and Adam’s own doubts. It’s a
tender story that’s both realistic and hopeful. -Publishers Weekly

Doller paints a vivid picture of an expat-teen’s life in
Cairo: part fascination, part fear, and a little bit of
guilt. With detailed descriptions of popular and less
familiar tourist spots; mouthwatering descriptions of
Koshary, ful, Gebna makleyah, and other foods; and a bit of Egyptian Arabic, this is the perfect tour
guide disguised as a YA novel. -- VOYA
Through Caroline’s journey, Doller has crafted a respectful guide for anyone interested in understanding
a different culture, with a healthy dose of romance and family drama mixed in for good measure. – Horn
Book
Doller (Something like Normal, 2012) subtly builds suspense and carefully crafts romantic tension into
every word shared between Caroline and Adam—no wonder they fall for each other despite Adam’s
Muslim faith and his family’s warning that the relationship is haram (forbidden). The novel is ultimately
told from an outsider’s perspective, but it questions and challenges stereotypes more often than it
reinforces them. Together, Caroline and Adam go to great lengths fighting not only for each other but
also for their dreams. -- Booklist

And Coming Soon…
START HERE
by Trish Doller
Simon Pulse, Spring 2019
After the death of their best friend Finley, Willa Ryan and Taylor Nicholson set off the summer after
graduation on the sailing trip the three girls were planning to take together, to scatter her ashes in Key
West. In close quarters, will Willa and Taylor finally be able to find a way to be friends without Finley?

Also available!
THE DEVIL YOU KNOW
Bloomsbury, July 2015
From critically-acclaimed author Trish Doller comes a powerful new psychological
page-turner perfect for fans of Lauren Oliver and Sara Zarr.
A road trip fling turns terrifying in this contemporary story that will keep
readers on the edge of their seats.
“Trish Doller’s THE DEVIL YOU KNOW is a sexy and suspenseful read that
kept me thinking of the characters long after I finished the book.” – Katie
McGarry, author of the Pushing The Limits series
Foreign rights sold to Carlsen Verlag (Germany). A VOYA Perfect Ten for
2015.

WHERE THE STARS STILL SHINE
Bloomsbury, September 2013
An Indie Next List Pick
“Trish Doller writes strong, gutsy characters that you can’t help caring for and
Callie is no exception. Her journey is heartbreaking and powerful.” – Melina
Marchetta, Printz-award winning author of Jellicoe Road.
German rights sold to Carlsen Verlgag, Portuguese rights in Brazil to Novo
Conceito, Czech rights to Albatros.

SOMETHING LIKE NORMAL
Bloomsbury, June 2012

An ALA YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults book, An ALA YALSA Quick Pick
An NPR Best Teen Books of All Time Finalist, and An ABC New Voices Pick

An affecting look at the experience of one teen soldier’s experience on
leave from Afghanistan… At its heart, this too-timely novel is purely
honest. – Kirkus Reviews
…Doller avoids politicization of the war, and she addresses post-traumatic
stress disorder with honesty and a light touch, making Travis’s experience
both personal and relatable. – Publishers Weekly
… Doller’s debut novel effectively captures the haunted and hallucinatory
feeling of a damaged soldier returning home, a nineteen-year-old who
says he’s “having trouble even picturing a future with me in it.”– Horn Book
Czech rights to Albatros.
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THE AMBROSE DECEPTION
by Emily Ecton
Disney•Hyperion, February 2018
Three unlikely heroes race around Chicago, trying
to solve clues leading to an unbelievable prize. The
question isn’t “Who will win?” The question is
“Why them?”
Melissa is a nobody. Wilf is a slacker. Bondi is a
show-off. At least that's what their middle school
teachers think. To everyone's surprise, they are the
three students chosen to compete for a tenthousand-dollar scholarship, solving clues that
lead them to various locations around Chicago. At
first the three contestants work independently, but
it doesn’t take long before each begins to wonder if
the competition is a sham. It’s only by secretly
joining forces and using their unique talents that
the trio is able to uncover the truth behind The
Ambrose Deception – a truth that involves a lot
more than just a scholarship.
With a narrative style as varied and intriguing as
the mystery itself, this adventure involving clues,
plenty of perks, and abhorrent adults is pure wish
fulfillment. For fans of CHASING VERMEER and
THE WESTING GAME.
“Emily Ecton writes stories that feel like good friends—this is a timelessly fun, funny adventure.”
—Adam Rex, author of THE TRUE MEANING OF SMEKDAY.
Author bio: Emily is the author of six middle grade books published under the
names Emily Ecton and Emily Fairlie. The Lost Treasure of Tuckernuck was a 20142015 nominee for the Texas Bluebonnet Award, the Massachusetts Children's
Book Award, and the Pennsylvania Young Reader's Choice Award, and Project
Jackalope is a 2015-2016 Sunshine State Young Readers Award finalist. She was
also a writer and producer on Wait, Wait...Don't Tell Me!, the Peabody award
winning comedy news quiz on NPR, and is a member of SCBWI, AFTRA and
the Science Fiction Writers of America.
MG Mystery Adventure
North American rights including Audio sold
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio: Disney•Hyperion
Dramatic rights: Mary Pender at UTA, PenderM@unitedtalent.com
Galleys available

Early praise for
THE AMBROSE DECEPTION!
“Readers of the Kingdom Keepers are going to eat this up! AMBROSE DECEPTION’s tricky quest, a
competition between polar opposites, thrusts the reader into a story that satisfies and complicates and
then twists at just right moment. Emily Ecton delivers a readable maze of a novel middle grade readers
will adore and not stop talking about! These characters are quite the accomplishment. I want to be their
friend.” -- Ridley Pearson, bestselling author of the KINGDOM KEEPERS series

“Three kids race across Chicago in a competition for a $10,000 scholarship. Who will solve their clues
first? The story made me grin, and the clues – truly solvable clues! – had me searching my memory for
what I knew of Chicago for answers. (I recommend trying to solve the clues before the characters do.)
Then, be prepared for twists. You’ll think, ‘Yeah, what is going on with all the secrecy? Is
something up?' Indeed, it is!” – Amy Timberlake, author of the Newbery Honor Book ONE CAME HOME

“A twisty, breezy treasure hunt, brimful of Chicago history and trivia, and tons of fun. You'll start
reading and immediately begin hoping someone will invite you to your own mysterious, modern-day
quest.” - Stefan Bachmann, international bestselling author of THE PECULIAR

“Emily Ecton’s THE AMBROSE DECEPTION offers brain-tickling adventures and a wind-in-your-hair
pace as three oddball students race through Chicago solving clever clues in the hopes of winning a
scholarship prize. Part “The Westing Game” and part love song to the Windy City, Ecton’s brilliant,
funny story will challenge even the smartest readers and make students look at their own city with fresh,
inquisitive eyes.” – Kate Hannigan, author of THE DETECTIVE’S ASSISTANT, a Golden Kite Award
Book.
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ARC OF A BULLET
by Karen Fortunati
Delacorte/ Penguin Random House, coming in 2019
Cover coming soon

The next contemporary young adult novel by critically acclaimed author
Karen Fortunati
Debut novelist Fortunati tackles social stigma and mental health realistically
and honestly – Publishers Weekly

ARC OF A BULLET is the story of a young woman painfully at the
intersection of her brother’s mental health crisis and a police shooting.
The book is scheduled for a Fall 2018 release and deals with issues
including misdiagnosis of mental health conditions, familial love and
denial and the dangers of incomplete police training when addressing citizens with mental health
disorders.

Author bio: Karen Fortunati is a former attorney, whose experiences on the
job with children and teens and personal experiences witnessing the impact
of depression, bipolar disorder, and suicide inspires her writing. . In her
spare time - after family, rescue dogs and writing - she attends graduate
school at Trinity College and works part time as a museum educator.
www.karenfortunati.com

Contemporary Young Adult
World English rights sold to Delacorte/ Penguin Random House
Audio rights sold to Delacorte/ Penguin Random House
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Dramatic rights: Contact dramaticrights@ktliterary.com for more information
Manuscript available in spring 2018

THE WEIGHT OF ZERO
by Karen Fortunati
Delacorte/ Penguin Random House, October 2017
Coming in paperback in Fall 2017!
2016 ABA Indies Introduce
2016 BEA Buzz Book
2016 Amazon Editors Favorite in the YA category
2016 Cybils Finalist for Young Adult Fiction
2017 Kansas NEA Reading List Circle
2017 ILA Children’s and Young Adult Book Award
2017 New York Public Library Best Books For Teens
Featured in Seventeen Magazine, September 2016
An honest, informative, and ultimately optimistic novel about living
with mental illness. –Kirkus
The Weight of Zero is one of those books, like Wonder, that everyone,
young and old, should read. It gave me such a real perspective of the
inner thoughts of a teenaged girl with bipolar disorder. – Bipolar
Magazine
Recommend to readers who enjoy realistic fiction, want to learn more about bipolar disorder, or have a similar
disorder – School Library Journal
Fans of Stephen Chbosky’s The Perks of Being a Wallflower (1999) and J. J. Johnson’s Believarexic (2015) will want
to read this debut novel. – Booklist
With treatment, there is hope. – Publishers Weekly
Smart in its wit and, at times, painfully sharp in its candor about living with mental illness – Horn Book
This intelligent debut examines adolescent mental illness with a realistic view of what “better” may look like. Washington Independent
Foreign rights sold to Könyvmolykepzö in Hungary
For fans of 13 Reasons Why and Girl in Pieces, this is a novel that shows the path to hope and life for a girl
with mental illness.
Seventeen-year-old Catherine Pulaski knows Zero is coming for her. Zero, the devastating depression
born of Catherine’s bipolar disorder, almost triumphed once; that was her first suicide attempt.
Being bipolar is forever. It never goes away. The med du jour might work right now, but Zero will be
back for her. It’s only a matter of time.
And so, in an old ballet-shoe box, Catherine stockpiles medications, preparing to take her own life before
Zero can inflict its living death on her again. Before she goes, though, she starts a short bucket list.
The bucket list, the support of her family, new friends, and a new course of treatment all begin to lessen
Catherine’s sense of isolation. The problem is, her plan is already in place, and has been for so long that
she might not be able to see a future beyond it.
This is a story of loss and grief and hope, and how some of the many shapes of love—maternal, romantic,
and platonic—affect a young woman’s struggle with mental illness and the stigma of treatment.
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SURFACE TENSION
by Mike Mullin
Tanglewood Press, Spring 2018
Jake is well on his way to success in the challenging world of competitive biking, when a leisurely
weekend ride leaves him in the hospital, recuperating from injuries from something far more violent than
a spill from his bike. While he's lying in the hospital trying to piece together the facts of the accident,
someone tries to kill him. Only his girlfriend Laurissa's quick reflexes save them both.
Jake has no idea who would want him dead or why, but the police suspect it may be related to the plane
crash that happened on the same day and not far from his bike wreck.
Framed for information he doesn't have, his loved ones threatened by those he should be able to trust,
Jake finally begins to unravel the connection between his accident and the plane crash, and makes a
shocking discovery: the terrorists who brought down the plane are planning to do it again. Since no one
believes their warnings, it’s up to Jake and Laurissa to stop them.
SURFACE TENSION is a high adrenaline YA thriller with diverse characters set in our own world, with
bad guys drawn not from fantasy, but from the nightly news. For fans of THE MAZE RUNNER and THE
FIFTH WAVE, with a real-world component a la John Grisham.
Author bio: Mike Mullin first discovered he could make money writing
in sixth grade. His teacher, Mrs. Brannon, occasionally paid students for
using unusual words. Mike’s first sale as a writer earned 10 cents for one
word: tenacious. Since then, Mike has always been involved with
literature. One of his early jobs was shelving books at Central Library in
Indianapolis. Later, he paid his way through graduate school in part by
serving as a reference assistant for Indiana University’s library. Mike has
worked in his mother’s business, Kids Ink Children’s Bookstore, for
more than twenty years, serving at various times as a store manager,
buyer, school and library salesperson, and marketing consultant. Mike
holds a black belt in Songahm Taekwondo. He lives in Indianapolis with
his wife and her three cats. His debut novel, ASHFALL, was named one
of the top five young adult novels of 2011 by National Public Radio, a
Best Teen Book of 2011 by Kirkus Reviews, and a New Voices selection
by the American Booksellers Association.

YA thriller
World rights including Audio sold
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio: Tanglewood Press
Dramatic rights: contact kt literary, dramaticrights@ktliterary.com
Manuscript available
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THERE’S SOMEONE
YOUR HOUSE
by Stephanie Perkins

INSIDE

Dutton Children’s Books, September
2017
Scream meets YA in this hotly-anticipated new
novel from the bestselling author of Anna and
the French Kiss.
One-by-one, the students of Osborne High are
dying in a series of gruesome murders, each with
increasing and grotesque flair. As the terror
grows closer and the hunt intensifies for the
killer, the dark secrets among them must finally
be confronted.
Internationally bestselling author Stephanie
Perkins returns with a fresh take on the classic
teen slasher story that's fun, quick-witted, and
completely impossible to put down.
Already sold to Intrinseca in Brazil, La Galera
in Spain, and Carlsen Forlag in Denmark.
Foreign rights to Stephanie’s other novels have
sold to Bertlesmann (Germany), Spring
International
(Taiwan),
Konyvmolykepzo
Kiado (Hungary), Novo Conceito and Intrinseca (Brazil), Plataforma Editorial (Spain), Egmont
Bulgaria (Bulgaria), SC Editura (Romania), Albatros (Czech) and Lindhardt og Ringhof (Denmark),
Kirpi Yayincilik and Yabanci Yayinlari (Turkey), Amber (Poland), La Martiniere (France), Quinta
Essencia (Portugal), Alma Littera (Lithuania), Mahda Books (Indonesia), Thai Uyen Books (Viet Nam),
Unieboek (The Netherlands), Modernista (Sweden), De Agostini Libri (Italy), Ripol (Russia), Toper
Doel (Macedonia), Laguna (Serbian), National Book Store (Phillipines).
Author bio: Stephanie Perkins is the New York Times bestselling author of Anna and the French Kiss. She
has always worked with books--first as a bookseller, then as a librarian, and now as a novelist. Stephanie
lives in the mountains of North Carolina with her husband. Every room of their house is painted a
different color of the rainbow.
Young Adult
World English rights including Audio sold
British Commonwealth rights: Pan Macmillan
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio rights: Listening Library
Dramatic rights: Dana Spector, Paradigm Agency dspector@paradigmagency.com
Books available

Selected Reviews for
THERE’S SOMEONE INSIDE YOUR HOUSE
Finally! A young adult horror novel where the body count is as high as the tension! Stephanie Perkins
brings the terror as a small town finds its population of teenagers rapidly dwindling. With a diverse cast
of misfits and a heroine with secrets of her own, the plot never slows down, racing to a bloody and heartstopping end! The next time you find a drawer or a door open that you swear you closed, chances are
Perkins will have you running out of the house for fear of your life. —Kate Towery, The Fountain Bookstore,
Richmond, VA (Indie Next List for Fall 2017)

The ever-popular Perkins (Isla and the Happily Ever After, 2014) takes a sharp turn out of YA romance in
her latest offering, a clever—and, to fans, no doubt surprising—foray into the teen slasher genre. When
Makani Young moved from her native Hawaii to her grandmother’s house in Nebraska, she thought her
biggest concerns would be fitting in, putting her troubled past behind her, and navigating her attraction
to a mysterious boy. She didn’t expect the students at Osborne High to start dying as murder after
seemingly unconnected murder shocks the small town. And Makani certainly never expected herself to
be targeted by the killer. Perkins deftly builds the suspense like a pro: an uneasy opening leads to some
legitimately horrifying murders, and the identity of the killer isn’t quite as important as the motivation.
Diverse characters, including a transgender boy, are folded into the tale. This is the same reliable formula
that spawned the Scream franchise, and Perkins wields it to great effect: readers will be sleeping with
one eye open. – Booklist
Raised in Hawaii, Makani Young has moved to small-town Nebraska to live with her grandmother. As
her senior year begins, students at her new high school are being murdered by what looks to be a serial
killer. After the first death, Perkins (Anna and the French Kiss) spaces out the killings (at first),
developing Makani’s story and establishing her romance with classmate Ollie, a pink-haired loner who,
like Makani, has some secrets. In so doing, Perkins lulls readers into a false sense of security before
twisting the knife, figuratively
and literally. The murders are
both grisly and psychologically
unnerving, and the novel’s
intense realism makes them all
the more disturbing; Perkins
carefully weaves in everyday
details that include the casual
racism Makani encounters, a
football player’s worry about
sensing symptoms of
degenerative brain disease, and
past events in Hawaii that
Makani keeps to herself—part of
the “wall of unspoken,
unspeakable history” between
her and Ollie. Even after the
killer is identified, the body
count keeps rising, leaving
readers with questions of motive
and where it will all end. –
Publishers Weekly

Also available!
ISLA AND THE HAPPILY EVER AFTER
A New York Times bestseller!
From the glittering streets of Manhattan to the moonlit rooftops of
Paris, falling in love is easy for hopeless dreamer Isla and
introspective artist Josh. But as they begin their senior year in France,
Isla and Josh are quickly forced to confront the heartbreaking reality
that happily-ever-afters aren’t always forever.
Their romantic journey is skillfully intertwined with those of beloved
couples Anna and Étienne and Lola and Cricket, whose paths are
destined to collide in a sweeping finale certain to please fans old and
new.
Engaging teen characters with page-turning love lives offer ample
vicarious pleasures… Perkins' characters are quirky and threedimensional, and their sometimes-startling actions make them seem
even more real… Perkins accurately depicts the kind of thinking that helps lovers invent their own
problems… A satisfying dose of first love's physical and emotional thrall. – Kirkus Reviews

LOLA AND THE BOY NEXT DOOR
♥ YALSA's Best Fiction for Young Adults, 2012 list
Seventeen-year-old Lola lives with her two fathers in San Francisco. An aspiring costume designer, she
has an extreme style and a penchant for outlandish outfits, sequins, and wigs and no longer cares what
anyone else thinks about her exotic outfits. She also dreams of a future with her boyfriend, Max, as he
pursues his rock-and-roll career. But life rarely follows a plan, and
Lola’s seems to be falling apart. […] As everything begins to come apart
at the seams, she learns that, like fabric, life’s pieces can be sewn back
together to create something better than what was originally designed.
Perkins’s novel goes a bit deeper than standard chick-lit fare, and Lola is
a sympathetic protagonist even when readers disagree with her
decisions. Her shaken certainties and the obstacles that are thrown in
her path give her maturity and depth and, ultimately, settle her more
firmly into her dreams with a greater confidence. Secondary characters
are well developed and lend believability to the novel. Step back–it’s
going to fly off the shelves. – School Library Journal
Perkins avoids the second-novel curse with a delectable companion to
her debut hit, Anna and the French Kiss (2010). […] Just as Perkins did
with Paris, she embeds a tour of San Francisco culture throughout the
snappy storyline. And steamy kisses and tingly touches? There are still
plenty of those, too. – Kirkus Reviews
Perkins skillfully shows that learning to let one’s authenticity shine through is what true love can make
happen. -- Booklist

ANNA AND THE FRENCH KISS
♥ YALSA's Best Fiction for Young Adults, 2012 list
Perkins's debut surpasses the usual chick-lit fare with smart
dialogue, fresh characters and plenty of tingly interactions, all set
amid pastries, parks and walks along the Seine in arguably the
most romantic city in the world. Sarah Dessen fans will welcome another
author who gracefully combines love and realism, as Anna's story is as
much about finding and accepting herself as it is about finding love. –
Kirkus (Starred Review)
One of NPR’s 10 Best Teen Reads of 2010: “This may be teen love, but it
is true love, hard won, richly emotional and deeply felt — like the novel
itself.” -- Gayle Forman, NYT bestselling author of If I Stay
Featuring vivid descriptions of Parisian culture and places, and a cast of diverse, multifaceted characters,
including adults, this lively title incorporates plenty of issues that will resonate with teens, from mean
girls to the quest for confidence and the complexities of relationships in all their forms. […] Perkins'
debut, narrated in Anna's likable, introspective voice, is an absorbing and enjoyable read that highlights
how home can refer to someone, not just somewhere. -- Booklist
Perkins has written a delightful debut novel with refreshingly witty characters. […]Teens will feel like
they are strolling through the City of Lights in this starry-eyed story of finding love when you least
expect it. – School Library Journal
Stephanie was also featured as one of VERVE Magazine’s 30 Women Under 30.

And Don’t Miss Stephanie’s Critically Acclaimed Anthologies!
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BOY BITES BUG
by Rebecca Petruck
Amulet Books, March 2018
Will didn’t plan to eat a stinkbug, but when his
friend Darryl called new kid Eloy Herrera a racial
slur to his face, Will ate one as a diversion. Now
Will is Bug Boy, and everyone is cracking up
inventing insect meals for him, like French flies and
maggot-aroni & fleas.
It turns out eating bugs for food is a real thing,
called entomophagy. Will decides he can use a
class project to feed everyone grasshoppers and
asks Eloy for help. Eloy agrees in exchange for
Will’s help with wrestling, but their growing
friendship only ticks off Darryl more.
Will may have bitten off more than he can chew as
crickets, earthworm jerky—
even a scorpion—end up on
Will’s plate, but insects are the
least of his problems. When
things between Darryl and Eloy
heat up, Will wrestles with
questions of loyalty and
honor—and the idea that
maybe not all friendships may be worth fighting for.
"You’re unlikely to find a more enthusiastic advocate of bug-eating than Will Nolan.
His story makes for an extremely entertaining and highly informative read. A tip of the antennae to
Rebecca Petruck, for sharing this unusual tale with readers everywhere. Bug appetit." – David George
Gordon, author of The Eat-a-Bug Cookbook, Revised: 40 Ways to Cook Crickets, Grasshoppers, Ants, Water Bugs,
Spiders, Centipedes, and Their Kin
Author bio: Rebecca Petruck is a Minnesota girl, though she also has lived in Louisiana, Mississippi, New
York, England, Connecticut, and, currently, North Carolina. A former member of 4-H, she was also a Girl
Scout, a cheerleader, and competed in MathCounts. She reads National Geographic cover to cover. She
holds an MFA in Creative Writing, Fiction, from UNC Wilmington. You may visit her online at
www.rebeccapetruck.com.
Middle grade
World English rights including Audio sold
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Audio: Amulet
Film Rights: contact kt literary, dramaticrights@ktliterary.com
Manuscript available

Also available!
STEERING TOWARD NORMAL
by Rebecca Petruck
Amulet Books, May 2014
Eighth grade is set to be a good year for Diggy
Lawson: he’s chosen a great calf to compete at the
Minnesota State Fair, he’ll see a lot of the girl he
secretly likes at 4-H, and he and his dad Pop have big
plans for April Fool’s Day. But everything changes
when classmate Wayne Graf’s mother dies, which
brings to light that Pop is Wayne’s father, too.
Suddenly, Diggy has a half-brother who moves in and
messes up his life. Wayne threatens Diggy’s chances
to win Grand Champion at the State Fair, horns in on
his girl, and rattles his easy relationship with Pop.
Despite his high hopes, eighth grade quickly turns
into Diggy’s worst year ever, filled with jealousy,
fighting, and several incidents involving cow poop.
What starts out great quickly turns into the worst year
ever, filled with jealousy, fighting, and several
incidents involving cow poop. But as the boys care for
their calves, pull pranks, and watch too many B
movies, they learn what it means to be brothers and
how weird the concept of family can be as they slowly
steer toward a new kind of normal.
A Spring 2014 Indies Introduce Title, representing the best in new talent for the upcoming season.
First-time author Petruck’s account of country life is never dull as she depicts the strong work ethic of
cattlemen and women, along with the universal conflicts between siblings. – Publishers Weekly
Petruck expertly manifests the gruff ways that teenage guys—especially brothers—express vulnerability
coated with a veneer of hobbies and practical joking, and she slowly draws her characters together over
steer grooming and model rockets. The parallels between Diggy and Wayne’s feelings of abandonment
are subtly but divergently developed; as Diggy throws himself into obtaining future goals to win
approval, Wayne dives into the past, hoping that by finding Diggy’s mother, he can achieve closure on
his own mother’s death. Pop is also a character in his own right, dispensing world-wise advice, learned
from his flawed past. It’s the warm but difficult relationship between Diggy and Wayne that makes this
one a purple ribbon. – from The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books starred review
In Petruck’s capable hands, raising a steer—caring for it, loving it, and eventually letting it go—becomes
a keen metaphor for the loss of a loved one. Diggy is a perceptive narrator, but not unusually so for his
age, and it’s reassuring to see him sort out his tangled feelings. – from Booklist
Petruck uses research and her own experience as a former member of 4-H to flesh out the narrative, [as]
Humor sustains this look at real life in the heartland. – from Kirkus Reviews
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AN ENCHANTMENT OF RAVENS
by Margaret Rogerson
Margaret K McElderry Books/ S&S, September 2017
Autumn 2017 Kids’ Indie Next List Top Ten
ABA Indies Introduce List
Rogerson turns forbidden love into fresh adventure with danger, chases, a
glorious ball, and unexpected narrative turns…An ideal pick for fans of Holly
Black, Maggie Stiefvater, and Laini Taylor – Publishers Weekly, starred
review
A funny, action-packed, and sweet romance sure to appeal to fans of Holly
Black, Diana Wynne Jones, and Sarah J. Maas – School Library Journal,
starred review
Rich, detailed descriptions of the beautiful but dangerous world of the folk
will seduce readers…Rogerson draws on fairy lore while changing myriad details to suit her story, and in Isobel she
provides a strong, confident heroine who may lose her heart but never her head. No glamour is needed to make
readers fall for this one. - Kirkus
A skilled painter must stand up to the ancient power of the faerie courts—even as she falls in love with a
faerie prince—in this gorgeous debut novel.
Isobel is a prodigy portrait artist with a dangerous set of clients: the sinister fair folk, immortal creatures
who cannot bake bread, weave cloth, or put a pen to paper without crumbling to dust. They crave human
Craft with a terrible thirst, and Isobel’s paintings are highly prized. But when she receives her first royal
patron—Rook, the autumn prince—she makes a terrible mistake. She paints mortal sorrow in his eyes—a
weakness that could cost him his life.
Furious and devastated, Rook spirits her away to the autumnlands to stand trial for her crime. Waylaid
by the Wild Hunt’s ghostly hounds, the tainted influence of the Alder King, and hideous monsters risen
from barrow mounds, Isobel and Rook depend on one another for survival. Their alliance blossoms into
trust, then love—and that love violates the fair folks’ ruthless laws. Now both of their lives are forfeit,
unless Isobel can use her skill as an artist to fight the fairy courts. Because secretly, her Craft represents a
threat the fair folk have never faced in all the millennia of their unchanging lives: for the first time, her
portraits have the power to make them feel.
Author bio: When not writing Margaret can be found drawing, reading, gaming,
making pudding, or creeping through the woods in search of toads and
mushrooms. Currently she lives just north of Cincinnati, Ohio, but one day would
like to live next to a forest that gets darker at night than it should. She enjoys all
things weird and unsettling. www.margaretrogerson.com
Young Adult Fantasy
North American English sold to Simon & Schuster
Translation rights: kt literary, rights@ktliterary.com
Dramatic rights: Sean Berard, APA Talent & Literary, sberard@apa-agency.com
Manuscript available
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We work with a number of diligent subagents who represent our foreign rights around the world. For
information on translation rights to one of our titles, you may email us at rights@ktliterary.com or contact
the subagent in your territory listed below.
We also work with some of the best film agents in Hollywood, including Creative Artists Agency, The
Gotham Group, United Talent Agency, ICM, The Gersh Agency, APA, Resolution, Paradigm, Heroes and
Villains Entertainment, and Intellectual Property Group. If you have any question about film rights,
please email us for more information.
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